Expert decision support software for predicting
the metabolic fate of chemicals in mammals.
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P3 Introduction to Meteor Nexus
Meteor Nexus is the expert knowledge-based software for
the prediction of metabolic fate in animals.

P4-5 Features and benefits
Including features such as intuitive filtering, SMARTCyp
modelling and customisable reports, Meteor provides
transparent and scientifically robust predicitons.

P6 How Meteor Nexus works
Drawing on a wealth of scientific experience, Lhasa has
developed three prediction methodologies for assessing the
likelihood of a predicted metabolite.

P7 Our products
Lhasa develops software for toxicity, metabolic fate,
purge factor calculation and chemical degradation.

P8 Why choose Lhasa?
Lhasa has been creating scientifically robust expert software
to improve efficiency and aid regulatory submission for over
35 years.

Introduction
to Meteor Nexus
Meteor Nexus is the expert knowledge-based software
for the prediction of metabolic fate in mammals. Using
structure activity relationship (SAR) analysis, Lhasa’s
scientific experts have developed a comprehensive
dictionary of biotransformations covering both phase 1 and
phase 2 metabolism.
Offering 3 different prediction methodologies, predictions
given by Meteor are supported by a level of likelihood,
graphical representation of the biotransformation,
mechanistic rationale, metabolism data of real compounds
and key references. These highly transparent and
scientifically robust predictions provide the right level of
information to support a thorough review by experts.
Drawing on over 35 years of experience, Lhasa Limited’s
scientists continually work on the Meteor knowledge base,

updating it regularly with current metabolism knowledge.
They use their expertise to analyse complex, sometimes
conflicting data and provide expert reasoning rules to give
you an indication of how compounds are likely to
be metabolised.
The expert predictions made by Meteor are underpinned
by high-quality data describing parent compounds, their
experimentally seen metabolites and the biotransformations
that occurred. This data has been curated by expert Lhasa
scientists and currently comprises more than 2,000 parent
compounds and in excess of 17,000 reactions*.
Used by DMPK scientists across a range of industries,
Meteor Nexus adds value in numerous stages of
compound and drug discovery.
*Meteor Nexus v3.1

Features and benefits
Metabolite
Identification
Meteor’s comprehensive knowledge of metabolic
transformations ensures structure elucidation of
experimentally seen metabolites. Intuitive tools allow filtering
of results using various parameters including structure,
exact mass and mass defect with the ability to add
experimental data to guide predictions.

Metabolic Fate
Assessment
Meteor can swiftly provide predictions for the likely metabolic
fate of query compounds.

Customisable
Reports
Meteor incorporates a reporting framework that allows
(.doc .pdf .xlsx and .sdf) file export. Report templates are fully
customisable by the end user.

Transparency
Predictions are clearly represented and contain detailed
supporting evidence associated with the biotransformations
predicted. Expert commentary, including a review of data,
mechanistic rationale and explanation of the structure activity
relationship are also included.

User
Control
Meteor incorporates three prediction methodologies allowing
the option to tailor results as required. With this control, only
the most likely metabolic routes for the query compound are
predicted whilst the flexibility to spot obscure metabolites
is retained.

Features and benefits
Reduce Risk
in R&D
Save time and money by identifying reactive, potentially
adduct-forming intermediates and quickly assessing their
toxicity through Derek, Sarah or Vitic.

Extensive Metabolism
Knowledge
Drawing on over 35 years of experience, Lhasa expert
scientists implement Meteor biotransformations utilising
public and proprietary data ensuring vast coverage of
biotransformations. Users can also incorporate their own
data into Meteor, thereby generating predictions relevant to
their chemical space.

Early Screen for Toxic
Metabolities
Using Meteor within the Nexus platform gives direct access
to toxicity predictions and data from Derek, Sarah and Vitic
within the predicted metabolic tree, improving workflow
efficiency.

Accurate Metabolite
Ranking
The three methodologies in Meteor rank predicted
metabolites by taking into account experimental data
and the chemical environment of the site of metabolism,
ensuring presentation of the metabolites most likely to be
observed experimentally.

Identifies the Site of
Metabolism
The fully integrated SMARTCyp model ranks the most
likely sites of metabolism for compounds that are liable to
cytochrome P450 mediated metabolism.

How Meteor Nexus works
In-depth research by Lhasa has resulted in the development of 3 methodologies
for assessing the likelihood of a predicted metabolite. The starting point for each
methodology is the firing of one of the biotransformations within Meteor’s extensive
biotransformation dictionary. The level of likelihood of each biotransformation is
then calculated by one of the user defined methodologies described below:

Rule-based
Absolute / Relative Reasoning (The Original Methodology)

Dictionary of
biotransformations
What reactions can occur?

The original Meteor prediction methodology is a qualitative rule-based approach to assessing
likelihood. Biotransformation likelihood is derived from an inherent level of likelihood
determined by Lhasa’s scientific experts, which is modified by rules based on the lipophilicity
of the parent and competing biotransformations. This methodology is ideal for those who
wish to have the maximum predictive coverage of biotransformations and to spot obscure
metabolites not necessarily identified experimentally.

Database of experimental reactions
Static Scoring (Occurrence Ratio)

Rule-based

Database of
experimental reactions
How likely is it that
each reaction will occur?

Uses a pre-computed score to assess how predictive a biotransformation is, based on
experimental data, and orders the predicted metabolites according to this score. This enables
you to quickly see which of the metabolites are most likely to be observed experimentally.

Site of Metabolism Scoring (SOM) (with Molecular Mass Variance)

expert system

machine learning

PREDICTION

PREDICTION

Builds on the Static Scoring methodology by tailoring the score using experimental data for
compounds that match the same biotransformation, have similar molecular weights and are
chemically similar around the site of metabolism to the query compound.
This enables you to tailor the predictions based on the chemical
environment of the site of metabolism delivering more accurate predictions.

Our Products
What software do we produce?

Through regular scientific and software updates, Lhasa continues to deliver
accurate, transparent knowledge to its solutions, to make them more
comprehensive, as well as easier and faster to use.
Lhasa offers some of its products on the Lhasa Cloud. This means new
features can be delivered even faster, giving members immediate access to
cutting-edge science. Find out more about our products at:
https://www.lhasalimited.org/products

An expert rule-based system
for the prediction of toxicology.

A chemical database and
information management system.

A statistical-based system for
the prediction of mutagenicity.

An expert rule-based system for
the prediction of metabolic fate.

A project-centric database for
storage of toxicity knowledge.

A secondary pharmacology model suite
leveraging value from federated learning.

A tool for assessing the relative
purging of mutagenic impurities.

A tool to support risk assessment in the
context of adverse outcome pathways.

An expert rule-based system for the
prediction of degradation pathways.
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Software is easy to use and well supported.

All science is developed in-house, providing
the opportunity to discuss directly with
Lhasa expert scientists.

Transparency of Lhasa systems allows trust
and confidence in the science presented.

Lhasa collaborates with the wider scientific
community to advance the understanding
and performance of in silico technology.

Over 35 years of experience in developing
state-of-the-art in silico prediction and
database systems.

Feedback from members is encouraged
and listened to, and drives the future
development of Lhasa products.

http://dx.doi.
org/10.1039/978184973341000279
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